B-1022 Magnetic Viewer

Arnold’s Magnetic Viewer provides a fast, clean way to view magnetized patterns. The viewer makes visible the recorded signal on magnetic tapes, discs or cards. It requires no exterior chemicals and eliminates messy clean up of chemical preparation.

With this convenient instrument, you can easily view recorded signals for head alignment, track placement, pulse definition, interblock spacing and dropout areas in computer and instrumentation work.

The viewer can also be used to determine, record or reproduce problems in malfunctioning systems. A signal will be visible if the record mode is operating properly. If the reproducer mode is functional, it will play back the visible signals.

The B-1022 Viewer can be used to synchronize the audio track on a video recorder and to examine the pattern of recorded sound in audible range applications. It is functional in determining whether tools, heads or guides are magnetized. The viewer can also be used to examine the magnetic pattern on other types of magnetized parts, such as cylinders and strips, which have both conventional and multi-pole magnetization patterns.

DETAILS:
- Viewing window 1.125" diameter
- Packaged individually at 0.5 lbs. each

ORDER YOUR VIEWER TODAY:
- Purchase Online: store.arnoldmagnetics.com
- Call Customer Service: 800-328-1373
- Email: infoNA@arnoldmagnetics.com

Handling Precautions:

The 1022 Magnetic Viewer must be kept in it’s moist humidor jar with the lid tightened when not in use. Be sure to check the sponge in the jar on a regular basis (at least monthly) to ensure that it remains wet. Add regular tap water to the sponge as necessary. Rough handling or dropping of the viewer may result in damage or leakage. When removing any bubbles from the viewing area, gently tap the metal diaphragm. Do not exceed a pressure of .25psi on the metal diaphragm as excessive pressure will damage viewer construction. Some tarnishing of the metal diaphragm may occur, but this will not affect the function of the viewer. Viewers found to be defective because of materials or workmanship will be replaced if returned within a period of 30 days from date of purchase. Viewers damaged through improper handling will void the warranty.
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